17m LANDING CRAFT

VEssel PARTICULARS:

LENGTH OVERALL: 19.1m
HULL LENGTH: 17.0m
WATERLINE LENGTH: 15.2m
BEAM: 5.5m + FENDER
MAXIMUM LOADED DRAFT: 0.925m
LIGHTSHIP DISPLACEMENT: 23t
MAXIMUM LOADED DISPLACEMENT: 40t
ESTIMATED TOP SPEED @ 25kt: 22knots
ESTIMATED TOP SPEED @ 40kt: 15knots
CARGO DECK AREA: 47m²
DECK CRANE LIFTING CAPACITY: 9t.m.
FUEL TANKS: 2x1250L
RANGE @ 15KNOTS (VESSEL, FULLY LOADED): 160nm.
FRESH WATER: 1x200L
MAIN ENGINES: 2xFPT CURSOR C90 (500mHP @ 2530RPM)
WATERJETS: 2x CASTOR01 490+H.C.